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E With over 35 years of experience in the indoor tanning industry, we lead the way

catering for your tanning needs. Tansun Leisure is the largest manufacturer and

leading supplier of Commercial and Home sunbeds as well as Sunbed Spares and

Accessories.

Tansun Leisure endeavour to:

• Provide customers with leading products from the tanning industry

• Offer a fast and efficient service to meet salon needs

• Maintain excellent customer service standards

• Provide advice through friendly and experienced staff

At Tansun you will find a wide range of sunbed creams and tanning lotions to keep

your skin moisturized while on a sunbed and get a faster and long lasting tan.

See also:

Tel: 0121 580 6200

Fax: 0121 580 6222

Email: sales@tansunsunbeds.co.uk 

www.tansunsunbeds.co.uk

YOUR ONE-STOP TANNING SHOP FOR SUNBED CREAMS 
&TANNING LOTIONS…

The GREEN circle means that the lotion is a purely accelerating lotion, specifically formulated to condition the skin and add
moisture. When you see this symbol it confirms that the product has no tingle or bronzing properties. The ORANGE circle
denotes a bronzing product and there are three main types of bronzer that could be used - DHA bronzers, cosmetic/instant
bronzers and natural bronzers. A RED circle indicates that the product includes a tingle factor, which helps to stimulate rapid
circulation on the surface of the skin creating an extreme redness and warming/tingling sensation that enhances the
appearance and intensity of the tan. (We recommend testing a small area of the skin before using a tingle product and these
products should not be used by beginner tanners, or those with sensitive skin). Finally, the BLUE circle states that the lotion
contains a cooling feature so your skin feels cool as you tan.
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HOW TO PLACE AN ORDER
The easiest way to place an order is to call directly Tansun Leisure
and one of our expert Sales Team will be able to assist you and
take your order. Our phone number is:

0121 580 6200

Alternatively, you can visit Tansun Leisure website, check our wide
range of sunbed creams and send an enquiry referring to the
products that you are interested in. After that, we will get back to
you as soon as possible to confirm the order and proceed to
payment.

You can also visit our Showroom in West Bromwich and place an
order onsite.

Order Times: Monday-Friday: 9am-5pm

What are you waiting for?? Place an order NOW! It’s so simple.

PAYMENT METHODS
• For payment please note the we accept cheques, bank

transfers and the following cards:

• At the point of print the prices are correct. However, prices are
subject to changes so please stay in contact.

• Prices are exclusive of VAT @ 20%

DELIVERY
• Delivery of the products usually takes 2 working days

• We offer FREE delivery on orders over £85 exl. VAT

• Standard £7.50 +VAT charge for orders under £85

• For our delivery areas please check the relevant section on our
website:

www.tansunsunbeds.co.uk

*All products  and prices on this brochure are subject to 
availability and changes according to our suppliers.
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Onyx
ULTIME
Three-part tan enhancing blend of DHA, Erythrulose and Tyrosilane helps 
provide an exceptionally dark colour in a very short time, while our wonder 
extract from Black Pearl helps revitalize your skin for a more flawless and 
radiant look. Enriched with Velvet Touch blend, composed of Monoi, 
Coconut and Macadamia oils, Ultime promotes conditioning your skin, 
leaving it feeling heavenly soft and smooth. Fragrance: Evening Sensation

NOIR NOIR
Miraculous fusion of bronzers and enhancers (DHA, Erythrulose, Monoi Oil) 
helps deliver the perfect shade of dream dark colour. Lavish and spoil your 
skin with deluxe Orchid and Silk extracts for an unparalleled skin 
smoothness and amazing nourishment. Mystic Oil, a wealthy combination 
of Myrrh, Red Palm, Olive and Argan oils, conditions your skin and provides 
a luxurious feel, while age-defying and skin rejuvenating extracts of 
Pomegranate and Melon help you enjoy a youthful looking glow. 
Fragrance: Amour Talisman (marine notes, rose, bergamot)

MAGNIFIQUE
Powerful combo of DHA, Erythrulose and Tyrosine with tan accelerating 
oils (Sesame + Tamanu + Walnut) will fulfil your wildest fantasies of an 
immediate and longer lasting colour. Our breakthrough Push-Up Complex, 
supported with the cellulite-fighting power of Coffee and Yerba Mate 
extracts, helps provide intense body firming, making your skin feel toned, 
youthful and radiant. Lemon Grass extract leaves your skin feeling 
lusciously refreshed and soft. Fragrance: Magic Spell (jasmine, grapefruit, 
white musk)

Size Salon Retail

Ultime Bottle 250ml £16.20 £29.20

Ultime Sachet 18ml £1.80 £3.25

Noir Noir Bottle 250ml £16.20 £29.20

Noir Noir Sachet 18ml £1.80 £3.25

Magnifique Bottle 250ml £16.20 £29.20

Magnifique Sachet 18ml £1.80 £3.25

Black CAVIAR
Majestic Multi-X Bronzing Complex will satisfy the expectations of every 
advanced tanner. Black Caviar combines this unique blend of ultra dark 
tanning ingredients and Luxe Nourishment Base full of dermal 
conditioners to make your skin perfectly hydrated and luminous. 
Powerful moisturizing and firming agents, such as Shea Butter, Argan 
Oil, Caffeine and Coenzyme A, leave your skin feeling smooth and 
splendidly nourished. Fragrance: Prelude of Paradise (fresh tones, 
tropical fruits cream)

Black PRALINE
Our specially composed Choco Tan Blend of Walnut Shell Extract, 
Erythrulose and Orange Fruit Extract, help skin reach darkest tan 
possible. Enriched with skin nurturing Argan Oil and Shea Butter, Black 
Praline leaves your skin feeling deeply hydrated and wonderfully 
pampered. Coenzyme A plus Vitamins A and E help protect skin against 
photo aging and free radicals. Treat yourself to this Glamorous Body 
Dessert! Fragrance: Love Promise (Coconut Milk, Cinnamon and Sweet 
Fruits)

Black CASHMERE
The unique Body Indulgence Fusion, formulated with Cucui Oil, 
Pomegranate Extract and Aloe Vera, leaves the skin soft, smooth and 
feeling like silk. Caffeine restores firmness and reduces the appearance 
of cellulite, while Passiflora helps fight free radicals and protects skin 
against signs of aging. We added Hemp Extract for extra moisturizing 
and nourishment. Fragrance: Beach by Night (Exotic Fruits)

Size Salon Retail

Caviar Tube 200ml £11.70 £21.10

Caviar Sachet 15ml £1.45 £2.60

Praline Tube 200ml £11.70 £21.10

Praline Sachet 15ml £1.45 £2.60

Cashmere Tube 200ml £11.70 £21.10

Cashmere Sachet 15ml £1.45 £2.60



5*VAT to be added

5th Dimension Intensifier
MelanoBooster™ stimulates the 
production of melanin in your skin. 
The minimum amount of time 
allows you to get a beautiful tan 
effect. N’ERGY Complex improves 
skin elasticity and firmness. Sweet 
Almond Oil and Shea Butter for 
better nourishment. Fragrance: 
Juicy Garden (citrus fruits)

5th Dimension Bronzer
5x bronzer containing the 
formula TRUbronze Complex 
+Monk’s Pepper reinforces, 
accelerates and deepens skin 
pigmentation. MelanoBronzer 
stimulates the natural 
production of melanin in the 
skin and cannabis extract helps 
to moisturize your skin. 
Fragrance: Lush Orchard 
(sweet pie, vanilla, almond)

5th Dimension Bronzing 
Intensifier 
Dark’n’Night Complex which 
makes it amazingly easy to 
achieve the dark tan effect.. 
Enriched with extract of evening 
primrose oil, No. 5 Bronzing 
Intensifier soothes and 
moisturizes your skin, making it 
smooth and soft. Caffeine 
improves circulation, thereby 
improving skin tone and reducing 
cellulite. Fragrance: Night 
Meadow (melon, lavender)

5th dimension bronzer. 
OTB Complex contains Aloe 
Vera extract, which 
regenerates damaged skin. 
Shea butter, enriched with a 
complex of soy proteins, 
perfectly nourish your skin. 
Fragrance: Dewy Oasis (citrus 
and berries, patchouli and 
vanilla)

Size Salon Retail

Bottle 150 ml £9.60 £17.30

Sachet 15ml £1.35 £2.45
Size Salon Retail

Bottle 150 ml £9.60 £17.30

Sachet 15ml £1.35 £2.45

Size Salon Retail

Bottle 150 ml £9.60 £17.30

Sachet 15ml £1.35 £2.45 Size Salon Retail

Bottle 150 ml £9.60 £17.30

Sachet 15ml £1.35 £2.45
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Onyx
AMUSE
AMUSE luxury bronzer was created to seduce with a dark, amazing tan and 
adorably nourished skin. Our special Tan Me Up formula, empowered with 
vitamins, minerals and intensively moisturizing and firming ingredients, will 
make your skin wonderfully pampered and tanned. Caffeine makes your skin 
firm, while Collagen protects it against the signs of ageing. Fragrance: Seaside 
Fantasy (sweet and fruity cocktail)

IMPRESS
Complexion Beautifying Elixir & Bronzing Magnifier is a supreme bronzer 
enriched with powerful conditioning agents and an abundance of easily 
absorbable nutrients. An intense bronzer enriched with natural extracts which 
stimulate the production of collagen and improve skin colour. A unique 
Smooth’n’Tan Formula composed of cyclomethicone, jojoba oil and orange 
fruit extract sooths your skin and ensures its firmness and elasticity. Fragrance: 
Golden Beach Melody (fruity and floral)

OBSESS
OBSESS Skin Revigorating Cocktail & Deep Noir Bronzer is a revolutionary 
indoor tanning lotion which ensures a deep brown tan effect and feeds your 
skin extremely conditioning agents, such as vitamin A and E and natural fruit 
extracts. Innovative Total Nourish Complex protects your skin against the 
signs of aging and enhances skin smoothness and firmness. Fragrance: Sweet 
Opulence (cotton candy)

Size Salon Retail

Amuse Tube 200ml £11.70 £21.10

Amuse Sachet 15ml £1.45 £2.60

Impress Tube 200ml £11.70 £21.10

Impress Sachet 15ml £1.45 £2.60

Obsess Tube 200ml £11.70 £21.10

Obsess Sachet 15ml £1.45 £2.60

ORLANDO
Orlando is an Extreme Bronzing Maximizer. Algae extract helps in 
enhancing the skin tone. Anti-cellulite properties of Caffeine stimulate 
microcirculation, thereby facilitating the breakdown of fat molecules and 
their excretion from the body. Hyaluronic acid and jojoba deeply 
moisturizes your skin and makes it firm and tense. Fragrance: Downtown 
Chic (sandalwood, jasmine, cedar)

NEW YORK
Extreme tanning accelerator. Extracts from Chinese teas help fight the 
signs of aging and have anti-inflammatory and relaxing effects on your 
skin. Macadamia oil nourishes the skin, making it soft and flexible. Deeply 
moisturizing Hemp oil makes your skin temptingly smooth and soft.
Fragrance: Luscious Dusk (fresh and sweet fruity tones).

MIAMI
The motherland of Onyx lotions and … and extremely powerful tan 
accelerator enriched with hyaluronic acid which enhances hydration, 
elasticity and firmness of the skin. Hemp oil and shea butter make your 
skin deeply moisturised and nourished for a long time. Fragrance: Fresh 
Daybreak (driftwood, floral tones.)

Size Salon Retail

Orlando Bottle 150ml £9.60 £17.30

Orlando Sachet 15ml £1.20 £2.20

New York Bottle 150ml £9.60 £17.30

New York Sachet 15ml £1.20 £2.20

Miami Bottle 150ml £9.60 £17.30

Miami Sachet 15ml £1.20 £2.20

DESTINATION:USA

LUXURY BY ONYX

Call Tansun for Trade Prices or Bulk Discounts!
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Grand Cru
Grand Cru, one of a kind Exquisite 
Tanning Crème, helps enhance and 
multiply skin darkening ability owing 
to super strong Magnified Tyrosilane 
Power. Forget sticky lotions.. Go 
beyond your expectations with the 
3-AAAdvanced  skin nourishing and 
anti-aging blend of Avocado Oil, 
Almond Oil and Aloe Vera. 
Panthenol takes loving care of your 
tan skin proper moisturizing. 
Fragrance: Eden Delight (Red Fruits, 
Caramel, Sandal)  

Size Salon Retail

Tube 200 ml £11.70 £21.10

Sachet 15ml £1.45 £2.60

Vibe
The most powerful Rapid Tan Formula 
accelerates, deepens and prolongs the 
life of your sexy tan while the advanced 
Skin Renew Magic Blend formulated with 
Cupuacu Butter and Beeswax leaves 
your skin miraculously soft and smooth. 
Additionally,  the absolute best 
combination of Tee Tree Oil, Argan Oil 
and Cocoa Seed Butter unleashes 
extreme nourishment and hydration for 
the finest skin treatment. Fragrance: Pure 
Harmony (fresh fruity and floral tones 
with a touch of vanilla)

Size Salon Retail

Tube 200 ml £9.60 £21.10

Sachet 15ml £1.35 £2.60

Bubble Gum Joy
Bubble Gum Joy is an intense bronzer. A unique 
combination of bronzing ingredients guarantees an 
immediate effect. A turbo moisturizing complex (Argan 
oil, Mango Butter, Sunflower Seed Oil) makes  your skin 
is well nourished, flexible and wonderfully soft. 
Fragrance: Joyful Sweetness (bubble gum)

Size Salon Retail

Tube 200 ml £11.70 £21.10

Sachet 15ml £1.45 £2.60

Booster
Booster is a unique tanning intensifier which 
helps you achieve the effect of a golden 
brown tan in an incredibly short time. It was 
created to care for and protect your skin. 
Booster contains mango extract which 
nourishes your skin and sweet almond oil 
which provides professional moisturizing. 
Algae extract, thanks to antioxidants and 
vitamin A, protects your skin against 
premature aging. Fragrance: Fruit Me On 
(fresh, fruity, tangerine base)

Mega Bronzer
This dual bronzer with tempting vanilla 
fragrance can help you obtain a sexy and 
deep tan effect in an impressively short time. 
Caffeine helps to reduce body fat and 
supports microcirculation, so that the skin 
becomes more tense and smooth. Enriched 
with copper to stimulate enzymes necessary 
in the production of melanin and collagen 
synthesis to give your skin a perfect and 
healthy appearance. Fragrance: Bouquet of 
Dreams (sweet pea, vanilla)

Size Salon Retail

Bottle 150 ml £9.60 £17.30

Sachet 12ml £1.20 £2.20

Size Salon Retail

Bottle 150 ml £9.60 £17.30

Sachet 12ml £1.20 £2.20
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Onyx
TINGLE LOTIONS

V8
8th dimension bronzer stimulates your senses with tingle effect and 
accelerates the natural tan effect. Mango extract nourishes and pampers 
your skin. Green tea extract and Aloe Vera sooth irritations and stimulate 
skin regeneration. Enriched with Shea Butter to provide appropriate 
hydration and the most important vitamins to make your skin look young, 
smooth and healthy. Fragrance: Mighty Womanizer (pear, lime, mahogany)

HOT ACTION
Hot Action is a bronzer with a stimulating your senses tingle effect to obtain 
a better and more natural-looking tan. One tanning session is enough to 
get a fabulous chocolate tan. Owing to citrus aurantium extract Hot Action 
stimulates the natural process of melanin production. It is enriched with 
chamomile extract that soothes irritations. Fragrance: Tough Nut (coconut)

VERY SEXY LEGS
Are you looking for perfectly tanned legs? 8th dimension bronzer with 
tingle effect was created especially for all the difficult to tan places of your 
body. It accelerates the natural and healthy tan effect. Very Sexy Legs 
contains extra nourishing extracts from mango, green tea and Aloe Vera 
which sooth irritations and stimulate skin regeneration. Fragrance: Red 
Carpet Star (soft musk)

Size Salon Retail

V8 Bottle 150ml £9.60 £17.30

V8 Sachet 12ml £1.20 £2.20

Hot Action Bottle 150ml £9.60 £17.30

Hot Action Sachet 12ml £1.20 £2.20

Very Sexy Legs Bottle 150ml £9.60 £17.30

Very Sexy Legs Sachet 15ml £1.20 £2.20

HE
This is the answer to all men’s tanning 
expectations. Empower your tan with 
HE, our powerful and quickly-
absorbing Bronzing Intensifier for 
Men. Pronalen Sport Re-Energizer, 
composed of precious sea 
components, ensures optimum level 
of macroelements and gives a feeling 
of refreshment, even at higher 
temperatures. Pomegranate, rich in 
antioxidants, helps neutralize free 
radicals, thereby giving your skin a 
younger appearance. Silk and Sesame 
Oil help keep your skin properly 
hydrated and smooth. Fragrance: 
Hard (Coco)nut

Size Salon Retail

Tube 150 ml £9.60 £17.30

Sachet 15ml £1.20 £2.20

She
Double tan enhancing power of 
bronzer and intensifier. SHE, our 
Bronzing Intensifier for Women, has 
been enhanced with ground-breaking 
B-Shape complex for skin’s visibly 
better elasticity, softness and overall 
appearance. Keep your skin glowy 
and refreshed with Orange Blossom 
Rain, while Black Rose extract leaves 
your skin silkier and younger looking 
than ever before. Tamanu Oil, known 
as the “Oil of the gods”, helps to 
smooth and hydrate the skin, while 
Peach and Melon extracts provide it 
with perfect luminosity. Fragrance: 
Tempting Fig

Size Salon Retail

Tube 150 ml £9.60 £17.30

Sachet 15ml £1.20 £2.20

Call Tansun for Trade Prices or Bulk Discounts!
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PRO TAN | NOW Collection

Partners in 
Wine
FULL BODIED DARK BRONZER
We’re always together, we’re one of 
a kind, three words describe us, 
Partners in Wine. This full bodied
Dark Bronzer enhances your tan by 
delivering the perfect balance of 
bold, rich colour. Resveratrol, a 
ground-breaking ingredient that not 
only promotes healthier, younger 
looking skin but also helps fade fine 
lines and wrinkles. Now, add in 
Grape Stem Cells, hints of Vitamins, 
Aloe Vera and hydrating extracts and 
we have a winning combination for 
age perfecting skin.
Fragrance: Alluring Bloom
LEVEL 3 - Advanced tanners

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle 300 ml £15.70 £33.00

Sachet 22ml £1.65 £3.50

Champagne  
Campaign
ULTRA DARK WHITE BRONZER
Raise your glass to the finest vintage of 
dark tanning bronzers. This transfer 
resistant White Bronzer will provide the 
perfect colour with no chance of 
treaking. Cheers to Buriti Fruit Oil for 
helping to keep skin smooth, 
moisturised and protected from 
dehydration. Pop another bottle and 
let this Anti-aging blend infused with 
Champagne and Pearl Extracts 
promote youthful skin that will create a 
statement making glow!
Fragrance: Floral Magic
LEVEL 2 - Intermediate to Advanced 
tanners

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle 300 ml £14.25 £30.00

Sachet 22ml £1.55 £3.20

NEW

NOW Collection INTRO KIT

BUY RECEIVE FREE
PURCHASE:
2 x Partners in Wine 
2 x Champagne Campaign

RECEIVE FREE:
4 x Partners in Wine 
4 x Champagne Campaign 

Code Salon Retail

Intro Kit £59.90 £152.80
8 Free Sachets

NEW
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NEW DARK TAN 

ACCELERATOR
Desirably Dark Tan Accelerator 

gives you just the right amount of 
natural, sexy colour. Strong 
Antioxidants of Grape Seed and 
Sugar Cane work to keep your 
seductive skin smooth, soft and 
very touchable while Sunflower, 
Aloe Vera and Monoi de Tahiti Oil 
leave your skin with a radiant glow.  
A blend of Aloe Vera and Vitamins 
A, C and E helps leave skin looking 
vibrant. Tyrosine helps stimulate 
the melanin production to prepare 
skin for maximum colour.
Fragrance: Fresh Floral Bloom
LEVEL 2 – Intermediate to 
Advanced tanners

PRO TAN | Saturnia Collection
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NEW HEATED 

NATURAL BRONZER
Fashionably Hot Heated 
Natural Bronzer will take your 
ordinary tan and turn it into 
everyone’s must have bronze 
colour. The power of natural 
Steak Free bronzers combined 
with skin stimulators gives you 
a little heat for a dark golden-
brown hue. Plum, Peach and 
Cherry Extract are like the 
perfect multivitamin that helps 
keep your skin radiant and 
healthy while Sunflower, Aloe 
Vera and Monoi de Tahiti Oil 
leave your skin feeling smooth 
and moisturized.
Fragrance: Coconut Mimosa
LEVEL 3 - Advanced tanners
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K 50XX ULTRA BLACK 

DHA BRONZING 
LOTION
On the count of three be 
ready to experience dark 
colour in a flash! Instantly 
Black will get you 
immediately dark with this 
50XX ultra black bronzing 
formula. Powerful tan 
accelerators with instant and 
extended bronzers deliver 
photo ready colour. A rich 
blend of Coconut, 
Chamomile and Cocoa Butter 
helps to replenish moisture 
leaving skin feeling incredibly 
silky, soft and smooth. 
Fragrance: Say ’Cherry‘
LEVEL 3 - Advanced tanners
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K ULTRA POWERFUL 10X 

DOUBLE DARK BRONZING 

LOTION

A specially formulated dark 

tanning formula that will 

make everyone envious of 

your gorgeous, Incredibly 

Black allure. Go super dark 

with this 10X bronzing blend 

harmoniously infused with 

advanced tanning 

accelerators, natural exotic 

extracts, Monoi de Tahiti Oil 

and the perfect skin 

conditioning properties of 

pure Aloe Vera.

Fragrance: Sweet Almond & 

Vanilla Cream

LEVEL 2 – Intermediate to 

Advanced tanners

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle 250 ml £7.15 £15.00

Container 1 gal £66.50 -

Sachet 22ml £1.05 £2.20

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle CRPRBBB 250 ml £7.15 £15.00

Sachet CRPRBBS 22ml £1.05 £2.20

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle CRPRINBB 250 ml £6.90 £14.50

Sachet CRPRINBS 22ml £0.95 £2.00

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle CRPRIBB 250 ml £6.65 £14.00

Container CRPRIBG 1 gal £57 -

Sachet CRPRIBS 22ml £0.95 £2.00

Call Tansun for Trade Prices or Bulk Discounts!
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BRONZING 
ACCELERATOR
This unique blend of 
quadruple extended and 
instant bronzers formulated 
in a natural base of 
Sunflower, Coconut and 
Monoi de Tahiti Oil, 
condition skin while 
advanced tanning 
accelerators and skin care 
ingredients create a dark 
glow.
Fragrance: Amaretto, Vanilla & 
Tangerine
LEVEL 2 - Intermediate to 
Advanced tanners
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BORNZER
Ridiculously Bronze is exactly 
the way you will look and feel 
after using this ultra dark white 
bronzer. With a powerful blend 
of dark tanning bronzers plus 
silky silicones this creams 
creates the perfect 
combination of touchably soft, 
golden skin. Enhance your 
experience with Blackcurrant 
and Green Tea Extract, not only 
working to soothe your skin 
but also to enhance  your 
complexion for a colour  so 
captivating  everyone will want 
to know your secret.
Fragrance: Wild Flowers
LEVEL 2 - Intermediate to 
Advanced tanners

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle CRPRBDB 250 ml £6.65 £14.00

Sachet CRPRBDS 22ml £0.95 £2.00

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle - 250ml £6.90 £14.50

Sachet - 22ml £0.95 £2.00

*VAT to be added 11

REMARKABLY 
POWERFUL 50XX 
ULTRA DARK LOTION 
WITH INSTANT 
BRONZING BEADS
Watch heads turn with your 
new-found brazen bronze 
colour only achieved from 
this exceptionally light and 
silky smooth formula. The 
rich, moisture replenishing 
blend creates temptingly 
touchable skin all day –
every day with the added 
benefits of super black 
bronzers and high speed 
micro-bronzing beads to 
provide an instant burst of 
bronze for that perfect off 
the beach glow!
Fragrance: Sexy Sugar Cookie
LEVEL 3 - Advanced tanners
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Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle CRPRBBB 250 ml £6.90 £14.50

Sachet CRPRBBS 22ml £0.95 £2.00

EXTREME TANNING 25X 
ULTRA DARK BRONZING 
LOTION
This awe inspiring, extreme 
tanning blend is guaranteed to 
turn you into a bronzer believer! 
Synergistically formulated tan 
maximisers along with both Black 
& DHA Bronzers, amplify your 
true tanning potential. Natural 
exotic extracts, Aloe Vera and 
magical silicones provide the 
perfect conditioning properties 
that keep your skin healthy and 
luminous while you tan. The 
paraben free formula will leave 
you with a gorgeous, deep, dark, 
long lasting bronze colour like 
you could only imagine. 
Fragrance: Sweet Almond & 
Vanilla Cream
LEVEL 3 - Advanced tanners
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Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle CRPRUBB 250 ml £6.90 £14.50

Container CRPRUBC 1 gal £66.50 -

Sachet CRPRUBS 22ml £0.95 £2.00



DOUBLE DARK TANNING 
ACCELERATOR
Who doesn’t want to look 
Perfectly Tan? This fast acting 
ultra hydrating formula 
delivers the perfect shade of 
tan while leaving your skin 
nourished and hydrated. 
Advanced double dark 
tanning accelerators 
combined with Sunflower, 
Aloe Vera and Monoi de 
Tahiti Oil leave your skin with 
a beautiful radiant glow.
Fragrance: Vanilla
LEVEL 1 - Beginner tanners
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PURE TAN MAXIMIZER 
20XX ULTRA DARK 
TANNING LOTION
Being fabulous may come 
naturally, however to reign 
over your love-struck harem 
a crazy, sexy tan is a must! 
Pure tanning stimulators 
work the moment they glide 
onto your skin delivering a 
fast, deep dark tan for the 
most irresistibly golden glow. 
An exclusive blend of plush 
botanicals bathe your skin in 
silky bliss while deep 
penetrating Antioxidants 
make your skin look bright 
and vibrant all day-everyday.
Fragrance: Pistachio Cream 
with Magnolia
LEVEL 2 – Intermediate to 
Advanced tanners
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P ULTRA POWERFUL 10X 

DARK TANNING GELEE 
ACCELERATOR
A primo blend of 10X dark 
accelerators fused into a 
gelee base for instant 
epidermis penetration, 
smoother skin and longer 
lasting colour! Along with 
Monoi de Tahiti Oils we 
tossed in exotic botanicals, 
vital skin nutrients and Aloe 
Vera - nature’s very own pure 
skin conditioner. Get ready 
for this real skin trip!

Fragrance: Sweet Almond
LEVEL 2 – Intermediate to 
Advanced tanners
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FACIAL CREAM WITH 
ALOE
Put your best face forward! 
This ultra lightweight formula 
has been designed exclusively 
for faces and provides the 
perfect moisture balance for a 
healthy, golden colour. 
Vitamin fortified to protect 
against free radical 
scavengers, the Aloe Vera 
based hypoallergenic lotion 
leaves your skin looking and 
feeling it’s very best.

Fragrance free
LEVEL A - All tanners
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Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle CRPRPTB 250 ml £6.90 £14.50

Container CRPRPTC 1 gal £66.50 -

Sachet CRPRPTS 22ml £0.95 £2.00

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle CRPRITB 250 ml £6.90 £14.50

Sachet CRPRITS 22ml £0.95 £2.00

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle CRPRRHB 250 ml £6.65 £14.00

Container CRPRRHC 1 gal £57 -

Sachet CRPRRHS 22ml £0.95 £2.00

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle-Mini CRPRFFMB 59 ml £2.85 £6.00

Sachet CRPRFFS 5ml £0.70 £1.50
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PRO TAN

Call Tansun for Trade Prices or Bulk Discounts!

| Saturnia Collection
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HOT ACTION DARK 
TANNING LOTION
Naughty heat for a delectably 
dark tan to be envied by all! 
Talk about a tantalising rosy 
flush with a dark golden brown 
hue... Hot Tottie leaves you with 
a deep, dark, long lasting tan. 
Vitamins A, C & E help maintain 
healthy skin, while the rich 
moisturising blend of Mango 
and Cocoa Butter assures a silky 
smooth, supple tone.
Fragrance: Spun Sugar, Touch 
of Mocha
LEVEL 3 – Advanced tanners

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle CRPRHTB 250 ml £6.65 £14.00

Container CRPRHTC 1 gal £57 -

Sachet CRPRHTS 22ml £0.95 £2.00
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ULTRA DARK DHA 
BRONZER
Your legs will look better than 
they have before with Luscious 
Legs Ultra Dark Bronzer. This 
fast absorbing bronzing 
formula helps to even out skin 
tone and hide imperfections 
making it easy to raise that 
hemline. Skin firmers, shave 
minimizers and skin 
conditioners will leave your 
legs feeling soft, smooth and 
ready to be admired
Fragrance: SunKissed Berries

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube 177 ml £6.65 £14.00

Sachet 22ml £0.95 £2.00

Purchase:

10 x Desirably Dark (22ml)

10 x Incredibly Black (22 ml)

10 x Ridiculously Bronze (22ml)

10 x Bodaciously Black (22ml)

10 x Perfectly Tan (22ml)

Saturnia Sachet Counter Deal
Receive FREE:

2 x Desirably Dark (22ml)

2 x Incredibly Black (22ml)

2 x Ridiculously Bronze (22ml)

2 x Bodaciously Black ( 22ml)

2 x Perfectly Tan (22ml)

1 x Sachet Display

Salon Retail

Sachet Display £48.50 £122.40

*VAT to be added 13

DAILY MOISTURISER WITH 
HEMP SEED EXTRACT
Finally, a moisturiser to enhance 
perfection! Nourishing exotic 
botanicals and essential oils lavish 
the skin giving it a sophisticated 
glow! Tan extending accelerators 
continuously feed your skin to 
optimise your colour, while a 
blend of Acai Berry, Vitamins A, C 
& E, Aloe Vera and Panthenol 
help restore skin resiliency and 
elasticity.

Fragrance: Creamy Baby Powder 
Vanilla
LEVEL - All tanners
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Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle CRPRPPB 650 ml £6.65 £14.00

Container CRPRPPC 1 gal £47.50 -

Sachet CRPRPPMB 59ml £1.45 £3.00



PRO TAN L ve me Collection

Dark Tanning Accelerator

This hydrating blend  with 

essential moisture helps 

promote longer lasting colour  

while natural calming extracts 

help to comfort and soothe 

dry skin. Mango Seed Butter 

helps to lock in hydration and 

keep your skin smooth for a 

more radiant glow. Paraben, 

Gluten & Nut Free 

formulation.

Fragrance Free

LEVEL 1- Beginner tanners

NEW

Hypoallergenic
Summer 

Sweetheart
Dark Tanning Accelerator with no 

bronzers

This Affectionate Dark Tanning 

Lotion brings your tan to life while 

extending that gorgeous colour you 

worked so hard for. Enriched with 

Super Green Tea and moisturizing 

extracts that helps soothe and calm 

irritated skin so it will be touchably 

soft for those long summer nights.

Fragrance: Coastal Sunset

LEVEL 1-Beginner tanners

Indoor & Outdoor Formula

I’m so Fancy
Deluxe 50XXX Black Bronzer 

with Skin Firming and 

Toning Complex

First things first... I’m So Fancy 
is a deluxe black bronzer that 

is going to get you really dark! 

Formulated with 50XXX DHA 

bronzers to put you in the fast 

lane for rich golden colour, 

while a skin firming and toning 

complex with Champagne 

Extract leaves your skin feeling 

luxuriously soft and smooth to 

the touch.

Fragrance: Champagne Sunset

LEVEL 3 - Advanced tanners

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube 280 ml £8.10 £17.00

Sachet 22ml £1.05 £2.20

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRPRISFT 280 ml £9.05 £19.00

Sachet CRPRISFS 22ml £1.05 £2.20

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube - 280 ml £8.10 £17.00

Container - 1 gal £66.50 -

Sachet - 22ml £1.05 £2.20

14

Hot Tan Bling
Dazzling Hot Bronzer with 

Skin Firming Complex

You know when that Hot Tan 

Bling, that can only mean one 

thing… dark, bold colour is on 
its way! This dazzlingly hot 

bronzer combines rich tanning 

ingredients with DHA and skin 

stimulators for fierce bronzing 

results. Raspberry Extract 

helps your skin look and feel 

silky, smooth and soft while 

the additional skin firming 

complex and Caffeine takes 

your tan to new levels of 

bronze colour. 

Fragrance: City Sass

LEVEL 3- Advanced tanners

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRPRHTBT 280 ml £9.05 £19.00

Sachet CRPRHTBS 22ml £1.05 £2.20

Call Tansun for Trade Prices or Bulk Discounts!
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Delightfully Dark Natural

Bronzer

All you need is the sun, sea

and a little spot to be… Beach

Bliss natural bronzer will

deliver streak free gorgeous

colour to leave you bronzed

and beautiful. The tropical

blend of Coconut, Lime and

Banana Extracts give just the

right touch of hydration to

help condition the skin and

reduce the appearance of

fine line and wrinkles.

Fragrance: Beach Please

LEVEL 2- Intermediate to

Advanced tanners

Indoor & Outdoor Formula

Beach Bliss

Sweet Emotion
Super Accelerator with cx2

skin firming complex

Sweet Emotion will curb your

tanning sugar tooth. Created

for all skin types to assist in the

earlier stages of melanin

building. It’s time for a

beautiful tan and a healthy

looking glow. Contains CX2 Skin

Firming Complex, Caffeine, L-

Carnitine, Coenzymes A & Q,

and Vitamins A, C & E. The ideal

dark tanning lotion to establish

the perfect base tan.

Fragrance: Cotton Candy Tangerine

LEVEL 1 - Beginner tanners

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRPRBBLT 280 ml £9.05 £19.00

Container CRPRBBLC 1 gal £57.00 -

Sachet CRPRBBLS 22ml £1.05 £2.20

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRPRSET 280 ml £6.65 £14.00

Container CRPRSEC 1 gal £57.00 -

Sachet CRPRSES 22ml £0.95 £2.00

All about 

That Base
Mega Tan Accelerator

with Skin Firmers and Matte

Finish

Every inch of you will be

perfect from the bottom to

the top with this mega tan

accelerator. This ultra dark

tanning lotion with CX2 Skin

Firming Complex gives you all

the right colour in all the right

places while leaving you with

a beautiful matte finish.

Fragrance: Mandarin Jam

LEVEL 2- Intermediate to

Advanced tanners

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRPRAATBT 280 ml £6.65 £14.00

Sachet CRPRAATBS 22ml £0.95 £2.00

*VAT to be added 15



| FOR MEN COLLECTION

PRODIGY
Highly Gifted Dark Tanning 
Maximiser
Be the first of a new bronze, super species 
with Prodigy. This highly gifted dark tan  
maximiser contains an ultra dark tanning 
blend of powerful maximisers, CX2 Skin 
Firming Complex and continuous 
moisturisers.
Fragrance: Ferragamo Black Type
LEVEL 2 - Intermediate to Advanced 
tanners

No 1 BEST SELLER

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRPRPT 265 ml £8.55 £18.00

Sachet CRPRPS 22ml £1.05 £2.20

16

PRO TAN

Call Tansun for Trade Prices or Bulk Discounts!

ULTRA DARK 
BLACK 
BRONZER
IRRESISSTIBLY SMOOTH
The Ultra Dark Black Bronzer 
delivers powerful levels of DHA and 
Natural Bronzers for a deep, dark, 
rich colour. A cream formulated for 
men, this irresistibly smooth dark 
tanning formula will ensure skin 
reaches ultimate nourishment. 
Tattoo Shield Technology will keep 
precious tattoos from fading.
Fragrance: Skin Refreshing
LEVEL 3 - Advanced tanners

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube 265 ml £11.40 £24.00

Sachet 22ml £1.30 £2.70

ULTRA 
BRONZE ULTRA DARK 

MAXIMISERUltra Bronze for Men
will make looking good easy.
This streak-free bronzing formula 
will give your skin just the right 
amount of rich, bronze colour to 
complete your casual yet stylish 
look. The fast absorbing formula 
has all your needs covered 
including deep hydrating skin
conditioners and Tattoo Shield 
Technology.
Fragrance: Skin Refreshing
LEVEL 2 - Intermediate to Advanced 
tanners

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube 265 ml £10.50 £22.00

Sachet 22ml £1.25 £2.60

Don’t just look good, feel good with 
this Ultra Dark Tan Maximizer 
designed to make sure your skin is
always looking it’s best. Don’t worry 
about fading tattoos or dry skin, 
this cream has Tattoo Shield 
Technology and is packed full of 
moisture locking skin conditioners.
Fragrance: Skin Refreshing
LEVEL 1 – Beginner tanners

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube 265 ml £10.00 £21.00

Sachet 22ml £1.20 £2.50

TATOO SHIELD

TATOO SHIELD

TATOO SHIELD



17*VAT to be added

DEVOTED CREATIONS
DC SOHO COLLECTION

SUPER ADVANCED BRONZING 
LOTION
Let White 2 Black take you to the dark side. 
This advanced bronzing lotion is powered 
by multiple bronzers and Tyrosines. Give it 
a go - you will notice the difference in just 
one tanning session! Formulated with Acai 
Oil, a powerful fruit oil loaded with 
Antioxidants and Hemp Seed Oil to 
continually restore and replenish moisture.
Fragrance: Autumn Nights

EXTREME ORIGINAL
EXTREMELY ADVANCED ULTRA
BLACK BRONZING LOTION
With White 2 Black Extreme you will 
experience darkness like never before. 
Formulated with more accelerators, darker 
DHA and natural bronzers that allow you to 
go 3 shades darker - instantly! Added Hemp 
Seed Oil will keep the skin hydrated, while 
ALA Technology and Acai Berry will fight free 
radical damage and the appearance of fine
lines and wrinkles.
Fragrance: Soft & Sweet

FAST ACTING DARK TANNING 
INTESIFIER
Supercharged dark tanning intensifiers are 
coupled with multiple melanin stimulators to 
achieve extremely dark results instantly and 
naturally without the use of bronzers. 
Pomegranate Extract hydrates and softens the 
skin for longer lasting tanning results while 
White Sapphire visibly helps to reduce
the signs of ageing. Formulated for indoor & 
outdoor use.
Fragrance: Purely Pomegranate

PURE POMEGRANATE

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle 260ml £15.20 £31.99

Sachet 15ml £1.90 £3.99

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle 260ml £14.25 £29.99

Sachet 15ml £1.45 £2.99

TINGLE
ULTRA-FAST DARKENING HOT 
TANNING LOTION
Experience a whole new level of darkness with
this lotion formulated with greater amounts of 
body heat tinglers and colour boosters. Higher 
levels of Black Tea and Cranberry Extracts will 
keep your skin hydrated, allowing your tan to 
last days longer. For fast, long-lasting results 
and ultra-hydrated, more even looking colour,
give your skin the heat of heat!
Fragrance: Rain Kissed Leaves

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle 260ml £14.25 £29.99

Sachet 15ml £1.50 £3.19

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle 260ml £14.25 £29.99

Sachet 15ml £1.90 £3.99

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle 260ml £15.20 £31.99

Sachet 15ml £1.90 £3.99

VIOLET
SUPERIOR ADVANCED ULTRA-BLACK 
BRONZING LOTION
Created with superior amounts of DHA and 
natural bronzers to allow for a long lasting 
bronzed result. Violet Tone Bronzers 
counteract orange tones in the skin, while 
Blackberry Extract boosts the production of 
collagen and elastin improving the skin’s 
firmness and elasticity. Also includes Black Tea 
Extract that helps to reduce blemishes. For 
fast, dark results and ultra hydrated skin like 
never before - the choice is simple - White 2 
Black Violet!
Fragrance: Electric Blackberry

HEMP
ULTRA ADVANCED BLACK 
BRONZER
With this lotion you will experience 
darkness like never before. Formulated with 
more accelerators, darker DHA and natural
bronzers it allows you to go 3 shades darker 
- instantly! Higher amounts of 100% pure 
Hemp Seed Oil will keep the skin at ample 
hydration levels for a longer-lasting tan. 
ALA Technology and Acai Berry will fight 
free radical damage and the appearance of 
fine lines and wrinkles. For fast results and
ultra hydrated skin, it’s a simple choice!
Fragrance: Rain Kissed Leaves

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle 260ml £15.20 £31.99

Sachet 15ml £1.90 £3.99



EMERALD BAY COLLECTION

DARK ESCAPE
HYPOALLERGENIC INTENSIFIER

Take your skin on a tropical trip with

this tantalizing hypoallergenic

intensifier. This fruity cocktail feeds

your skin tan-loving nutrients with

Agave Nectar while Balm Mint helps

protect your skin. Infuse skin in

refreshing Coconut Oil for extreme

hydration and a silky, smooth exotic

glow.

Fragrance: Fruitini

DEFINITELY BLACK
BOOSTING BRONZER
Sit back, relax and enjoy the sun! This

brilliant black bronzer feeds your skin

tan-loving nutrients with Agave

Nectar while Sunflower Oil and

Vitamin E deeply moisturise to

enhance exotic glowing results

Fragrance: Pineapple Smoothie

DEFINITELY DARK
ENHANCING INTENSIFIER
Helps achieve deeper, darker

tanning results. Soothes and

smoothes skin for an ultra-soft feel.

Contains Agave Nectar, Shea Butter

and Sunflower Oil. Provides skin

with essential nutrients and

moisturisation. Does not clog pores.

Fragrance: Pineapple Smoothie

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle CREBDEB 250 ml £6.20 £13.00

Sachet CREBDES 15ml £1.20 £2.50

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle CREBDDB 250 ml £6.20 £13.00

Sachet CREBDDS 15ml £1.20 £2.50

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle CREBDBB 250 ml £6.20 £13.00

Sachet CREBDBS 15ml £1.20 £2.50

ABSOLUTELY SHORE
ENERGISING INTENSIFIER

Achieve captivating colour straight from

the sunny shores with this energising

lotion. This exotic lotion feeds your skin

tan-loving nutrients with Agave Nectar

while the Premium Skincare Blend

Rejuvenates and moisturises skin.

Caffeine gives skin a sexy tan direct

from the tropics.

Fragrance: Melon

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle - 250 ml £7.60 £16.00

Sachet - 15ml £1.65 £3.50

BRONZE VOYAGE
SMOOTH BRONZER

Explore bronze boundaries with

this bold DHA Bronzer. Feed your

skin Agave Nectar while the

Premium Skincare Blend

rejuvenates and moisturises skin.

DHA combined with Erythrulose

maintains dark, exotic colour and

Cocoa Butter drenches skin in

dewy Hydration.

Fragrance: Coconut

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle - 250 ml £7.60 £16.00

Sachet - 15ml £1.65 £3.50

18

MIDNIGHT SURF
Soothing Bronzer

Take a dip into deep, dark colour with

this soothing bronzer. Cosmetic and DHA

bronzers give skin a long-lasting sun

kissed glow, while Water Lilly and

Cucumber calm and hydrate skin. Feed

skin tan-loving nutrients with Agave

Nectar plus rejuvenate and moisturise

the skin with a Premium Skincare blend

Fragrance: Strawberry Colada

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle - 250 ml £7.60 £16.00

Sachet - 15ml £1.65 £3.50

NEW

Call Tansun for Trade Prices or Bulk Discounts!



BLACK EMERALD
HYPOALLERGENIC BRONZER

Escape to paradise with this hypoallergenic DHA

bronzer complete with tan-loving Agave Nectar. This

hydrating lotion utilises a unique bronzing blend and

Caramel to deliver instant colour results. Also infused

with Sunflower Oil, it moisturises and softens the skin,

giving a rich exotic glow.

Fragrance: Exotic Grapefruit

CHOCO-LATTA

LOVE
DOUBLE BRONZER

Helps achieve deeper, darker

tanning results. Energises skin for

improved colour development.

Delivers additional colour with

double shot bronzers. Includes

Agave Nectar, Shea & Coffee Butter.

Provides skin with essential

nutrients and moisturisation. Does

not clog pores.

Fragrance: Mocha Créme

DARK‘N DAZED
HEMPNOTIC INTENSIFIER

Helps achieve deeper, darker tanning

results. Soothes irritated skin with

nutrient-rich Virgin Hemp Seed Oil,

Aloe Butter and Agave Nectar.

Provides skin with essential nutrients

and moisturisation. Does not clog

pores.

Fragrance: Piña Colada

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle CREBBEB 250 ml £6.20 £13.00

Sachet CREBBES 15ml £1.20 £2.50

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle CREB22049 250 ml £6.20 £13.00

Sachet CREB22057 15ml £1.20 £2.50

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle CREB22089 250 ml £6.20 £13.00

Sachet CREB22090 15ml £1.20 £2.50

MOJO

DARK BRONZING SAUCE
HOT ACTION DOUBLE BRONZER

Helps achieve deeper, darker tanning

results. Deepens natural colour with a

medium reddening and warming

effect. Delivers additional colour with

double shot bronzers. Contains

Sandalwood Extract and Agave

Nectar. Provides skin with essential

nutrients and moisturisation.

Fragrance: Wicked Strawberry

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle CREB22037 250 ml £6.20 £13.00

Sachet CREB22051 15ml £1.20 £2.50

SUN LUVIN’
TRIPLE BRONZER

Helps achieve deeper, darker

tanning results. Contains skin

quenching Sunflower Oil for

optimum moisturisation and

Shea Butter to smooth sun

kissed skin. Triple Shot Sugar

Cane Bronzers create a rush

of dark colour and Agave

Nectar feeds in nutrients.

Fragrance: Yum Berry

Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle CREB22099 250 ml £6.20 £13.00

Sachet CREB22100 15ml £1.20 £2.50

*VAT to be added 19
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X-Power

GEL

X-power GEL- X-cellerator gelee
A powerful blend of nutrient enriched ingredients and
active melanin stimulating agents, combine to deliver
dark intensified tanning results. Contains Hemp and
Pro- Vitamin B5 for enhanced skin hydration and
conditioning. This unique hybrid bend of gel/lotion,
has all the moisturising features of a lotion with the
fast absorption and cleanness of a gel. Suitable for all
skin types. Fragrance: Fresh Pomegranate

X-power GOLD- X-treme bronzing crème
Natural bronzer, vitamins, oils and nutrients combine
to deliver superb hydration and conditioning to
optimise your skin’s tanning potential. Natural steak
free bronzers enhance deep, dark tanning results
without the hassle of DHA. Steak free, stain free,
worry free… just dark gorgeous colour. Suitable for all
skin types. Fragrance: Honey Coconut

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube 250ml £6.20 £13.00

Sachet 20ml £0.95 £2.00

X-Power

GOLD

X-Power

HOT

X-Power

PURE

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube 250ml £6.20 £13.00

Sachet 20ml £0.95 £2.00

X-power HOT- X-press tingle lotion
This vita-rich warm tingle formula will take you to the
pinnacle of advanced tanning, while unleashing and
instant sultry golden glow. Contains Body Blush
Complex, Vitamins A,C & E, Hemp and Pro- Vitamin
B5 for ultimate hydration and silky soft to the touch
skin. Suitable for all skin types. Fragrance: Citrus
Vanilla

X-power PURE- Clear gelee X-cellerator
A pure translucent gel formula clinically proven to be
kind and safe for the skin. This light, clean formulation
will glide onto your skin and disappear without any
stickiness or residue. Contains Vitamins A, C & E and
Pro- Vitamin B5 for superior skin hydration and
Algotan for deep, dark tanning results. Suitable for all
skin types. Fragrance: Honey Coconut

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube 250ml £6.20 £13.00

Sachet 20ml £0.95 £2.00

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube 250ml £6.20 £13.00

Sachet 20ml £0.95 £2.00

POWER TAN
X-POWER RANGE

Call Tansun for Trade Prices or Bulk Discounts!



POWER TAN
ONYX COLLECTION

CHERRY ONYX
HOT CHERRY TINGLE 

BRONZER
A maximum hot tingle 

formulation, fortified with natural 

bronzing agents and premium skin 

conditioning ingredients. Contains 

L-Tyrosine for immediate dark 

tanning results and advanced 

moisturising agents to fight fine 

line and wrinkles. Also contains 

Vitamin E to fight free radicals. 

Created for the advanced tanner.

Fragrance: Cherry Chocolate

BLACK ONYX
HOT CITRUS TINGLE
An advanced hot tingle formulation 

containing a dual accelerating complex 

of Unipertan V-242 and L-Tyrosine for 

faster, darker tanning results and 

Allantoin to help nourish and repair 

the skin. This dark tanning accelerator 

combines powerful anti-ageing 

ingredients and Hot Tingle Stimulating 

Complex to deliver immediate and 

intense dark tanning results, 

Formulated for the advanced tanner.

Fragrance: Citrus

SUPER BLACK  

ONYX
SUPERCHARGED NON TINGLE
A powerful combination of premium 

ingredients combine to create the 

ultimate tingle-free dark tanning 

formula. Contains Antioxidants, 

vitamins and advanced moisturising 

agents to fight fine lines and wrinkles 

and leave skin superbly hydrated. 

Suitable for all skin types.

Fragrance: Pear Berry

The Onyx Collection is Power Tan’s flagship brand,

known for its superior quality and tanning results. Pu

the ‘power’ back into your tan with this supercharged,
super enhanced collection of products.

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRPBOB 250ml £14.25 £30.00

Sachet CRPBOS 20ml £1.45 £3.00

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRPCOB 250ml £14.25 £30.00

Sachet CRPCOS 20ml £1.45 £3.00

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRPSBOB 250ml £14.25 £30.00

Sachet CRPSBOS 20ml £1.45 £3.00

*VAT to be added 21
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Maxx Black
PREMIUM NON-TINGLE FORMULA
This non-tingle accelerator is simply 
light-years ahead of its time, and uses 
the very latest in tanning technology -
AlgoTan - to leave all competition 
standing. Only the finest ingredients 
are used to create this amazing 
product that delivers a ‘no limits’ 
tanning experience. 
Fragrance: Paradiso
Suitable for all skin types

Primo Maxx
EXTREMELY HOT HEMP TINGLE
This newly formulated hot tingle 
formula delivers intense golden colour 
through an advanced blend of 
melanin activating complex and Hemp 
Seed Extract (THC Free). Aloe Vera 
based with natural botanicals and Pro-
Vitamin B5 to help improve skin’s 
appearance and texture. 
Fragrance: Tropical
For the advanced tanner

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRPMBB 250ml £19.00 £40.00

Sachet CRPMBS 20ml £1.90 £4.00

MEGA BLACK
EXTREME DARK TANNING BRONZER
A luxurious natural steak-free bronzing serum 
that delivers intense dark tanning results 
through its complex and advanced blend of 
Black Walnut Extract, Soya Bean Oil and melanin 
activating Algo Tan. Enriched with energising 
Caffeine for improved cellular skin stimulation 
and the ultimate dark tanning boost. Also 
contains Pro Vitamin B5 and Vitamin C to fight 
free radicals. Tingle free. 
Fragrance: Awapuhi & Kiwi
Suitable for all skin types

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRPSMBT 250ml £19.00 £40.00

Sachet CRPSMBS 20ml £1.90 £4.00

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRPTPMT 250ml £14.25 £30.00

Sachet CRPTPMS 20ml £1.45 £3.00

22

POWER TAN
MAXX COLLECTION

Maxx Black ULTRA
X OIL CAPSULES
CAROTENE INFUSED TINGLE
FREE OIL CAPSULES
An ultimate blend of premium
grade tanning oils, infused with
Carotene for darker, longer
lasting results. Formulated for
the advanced tanner this fast
acting and super absorbent
tingle free formulation will
spread and absorb into your
skin like an oil, but without any
greasy residue and will not harm
acrylic bed surfaces. Each Ultra X
oil is encapsulated into an easy
to use mono-dose application
with twist off cap.
Fragrance: Citrus

Code Size Salon Retail

Display Deal CRPMBDS x50 £47.50 £100.00

Blister Pack 3 x 4ml £2.85 £6.00

Buy 10 Bottles and get 2 FREE!!!
Code Size Salon Retail

Bottle 100ml £10.50 £22.00

Display Deal 10 x 100 ml £105.00 £264.00

MAXX BLACK ULTRA X OIL

Call Tansun for Trade Prices or Bulk Discounts!
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FREEDOM 

COLLECTION

Kiwi Krave

FRUITY BRONZING LOTION

Your skin won’t be able to get enough 

and will crave more and more of this 

deliciously dark blend of active tanning 

ingredients and fast action bronzers. 

Formulated with AlgoTan for the 

fastest, darkest tanning results possible 

and Shea Butter and Walnut Oil for an 

incredible fruity bronzing blast!

Fragrance: Sweet Kiwi

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRPKKT 250ml £7.15 £15.00

Sachet CRPKKS 20ml £1.20 £2.50

Caribbean 

Kiss
EXOTIC FIERY TINGLE LOTION

A blend of premium grade active 

accelerating agents and warm 

fiery Tingle Stimulating Complex 

combine to deliver an instant and 

radiant sun-kissed glow to your 

skin. Enriched with Natural Shea 

Butter for enhanced skin 

hydration and conditioning. 

Formulated for the intermediate 

tanner.

Fragrance: Tropical Fruit

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRPCKT 250ml £7.15 £15.00

Sachet CRPCKS 20ml £1.20 £2.50

Coconut 

Crush
HEAVENLY COCONUT TANNING 

LOTION

A creamy coconut concoction of 

natural oils and minerals, infused with 

premium moisturising agents to create 

a heavenly coconut experience for the 

skin. Contains L-Tyrosine for faster 

darker tanning results and Grape Seed 

Extract and Shea Butter to help fight 

free radicals and retain skin’s youthful 
glow.

Fragrance: Coconut

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRPCCT 250ml £7.15 £15.00

Sachet CRPCCS 20ml £1.20 £2.50

POWER TAN

Dark Start
SEDUCTIVELY DARK FORMULA

This improved tingle free dark

tanning formulation gives even

faster tanning results and enhanced

skin hydration. Contains Aloe Vera

and Pro-Vitamin B5 to nourish and

condition the skin and Vitamin E to

help fight against free radicals. Also

includes Shea Butter for superior

skin hydration. Suitable for all skin

types.

Fragrance: Citrus

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRPDSB 250 ml £5.95 £12.50

Sachet CRPDSS 20ml £0.95 £2.00

*VAT to be added



FIESTA SUN

Honey Berry Buzz!
Royalty Dark Bronzer with Skin Firming and Smoothing
Bee the ruler of rich, golden bronze colour. This dark bronzing blend combined

with the power of Honey and Caffeine will not only give you firmer skin, it also

helps to smooth the unwanted signs of aging. Skin that looks that good will have

everyone buzzing. Your skin won’t be able to live without the natural

moisturizing benefits of golden Coconut Oil, Shea Butter, Monoi de Tahiti and

natural Aloe Vera that helps provide a perfect boost for a younger, more radiant

looking glow.

Fragrance: Honey Berry

FRUITY SCENTSATIONS

Blackberry Blast!
Extremely Dark Tanning Lotion with Ultra Black Bronzers
Blanket yourself in this rich, extremely dark tanning lotion with ultra black bronzers

which give a deep, dark, bronze colour for the ultimate party look. Your skin will

love the natural moisturising benefits of Shea Butter, Coconut and Monoi de Tahiti

Oils, along with the replenishing action of Aloe Vera. The extended 25X black

bronzers instantly darken and allow you to maintain your tan for up to seven days.

Softer skin is supported and highlighted by the natural blend of vitamins and

luscious oils.

Fragrance: Blackberry Blast

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube 236ml £7.60 £16.00

Sachet 22ml £1.10 £2.30

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRFSBBB 236ml £7.20 £15.00

Sachet CRFSBBS 22ml £1.05 £2.20

Dragon Fruit Frenzy!
Dark Tanning Maximizer with a Skin Hydrating Blend
This magical dark tan maximize boosts the tanning process for a deep, rich golden tan.

Your skin will crave the natural moisturising benefits of Golden Coconut Oil, Shea

Butter, Monoi de Tahiti and Natural Aloe Vera to enrich the skin for a younger, more

radiant looking glow.

Fragrance: Dragon fruit
Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRFSDFFT 236ml £7.60 £16.00

Sachet CRFSDFFS 22ml £1.10 £2.30
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Call Tansun for Trade Prices or Bulk Discounts!



Kiwi Kapow!
Double Dark Tanning Lotion with Fast Acting 

Maximizers & Firming Complex
Transform your mind, body and spirit with a precise balance of powerful

tan stimulators, exotic emollients and fragrantly sweet hints of tropical

fruit. Be enamoured with the natural moisturising benefits of Golden

Coconut Oil and Shea Butter while Pure Aloe Vera provides the perfect

healthy skin booster for a younger, more vibrant full body glow.

Fragrance: Fresh Kiwi

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRFSKKT 236ml £7.20 £15.00

Sachet CRFSKKS 22ml £1.05 £2.20

Coconut Dream
ULTRA DARK TANNING LOTION WITH CLEAR BRONZERS
Drench yourself in this rich, ultra dark tanning lotion with clear bronzers

designed to give you a luscious, tropical tan to be envied by all. Your skin will

love the natural moisturizing benefits of Shea Butter, Coconut and Monoi de

Tahiti Oils, along with the replenishing action of Aloe Vera. Extended 15X

clear bronzers help darken and maintain your tan for up to seven days.

Fragrance: Coconut Dream

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRFSCDT 236ml £7.20 £15.00

Sachet CRFSCDS 22ml £1.05 £2.20

*VAT to be added 25

Strawberry Banana Breeze!
50X Supremely Dark Bronzer with Subtle Skin Coolers
Achieving bronze colour has never been so easy! This blended masterpiece is

packed with powerful tan enhancers, supremely dark bronzers and a splash of

subtle skin coolers designed to give you a deep, dark, refreshing colour

effortlessly. Your skin will love the natural moisturising benefits of Golden

Coconut Oil, Shea Butter, Monoi de Tahiti and Natural Aloe Vera that helps

provide a perfect boost for a younger, more radiant glow.

Fragrance: Strawberry Banana

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRFSSBBT 236ml £7.60 £16.00

Sachet CRFSSBBS 22ml £1.10 £2.30



Black Cherry Crush!
Supremely Dark Tanning Lotion with Instant Colour 

Bronzing Beads
Indulge yourself with this exclusively rich and moisturising 50X dark bronzing

formula with ultra black bronzing beads designed to give you a deep, dark, instant

bronze colour to satisfy even your darkest bronzing desires! Your skin will be

infatuated with the natural moisturising benefits of Golden Coconut Oil and Shea

Butter, while Pure Aloe Vera and Vitamin E provide the perfect healthy skin

booster for a younger, more vibrant look.

Fragrance: Delicious Black Cherry
Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRFSBCCT 236ml £7.60 £16.00

Sachet CRPRBCCS 22ml £1.10 £2.30

Mango Melt!
Sizzling Hot Action Dark Tanning Lotion with Firming 

Complex
Blanket your skin with this pure tan maximizing formula featuring mega doses of

sizzling hot action that takes your tan to an entirely new level of darkness. A lotion

so sultry hot that the skin stimulation will have you craving for more! Contains the

natural moisturising benefits of Shea Butter, Golden Coconut and Monoi de Tahiti

Oils along with the replenishing action of Natural Aloe Vera to keep your skin

looking and feeling its very best. Softer skin is supported by the combination of

luscious oils and vitamins and the mega doses of Unipertan give extreme deep, dark

colour.

Fragrance: Mango Melt

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube CRFSMMT 236ml £7.13 £15.00

Sachet CRFSMMS 22ml £1.05 £2.20

Fruity Sachet Counter Deal
Purchase:
10 x Dragon Fruit Frenzy (22ml)

10 x Coconut Dream (22ml)

10 x Kiwi Kapow! (22ml)

10 x Honey Berry Buzz(22ml)

10 x Strawberry Banana Breeze (22ml)

Receive FREE:

2 x Dragon Fruit Frenzy (22ml)

2 x Coconut Dream (22ml)

2 x Kiwi Kapow! (22ml)

2 x Honey Berry Buzz(22ml)

2 x Strawberry Banana Breeze (22ml)

1 x Sachet Display

Code Salon Retail

Display - £53.70 £135.60
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Sea You Later
Dark Natural Bronzer
Enriched with Marine Minerals and Extracts 
that help provide nourishment for brighter, 
beautiful skin plus anti aging benefits for a 
younger looking appearance. Anti Reddening 
Peppermint Leaf Extract helps reduce redness 
for softer skin while allowing that bronze 
glow to shine through. 
Fragrance: Tahiti Island Dream
LEVEL 2 - Intermediate to Advanced tanners
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FIESTA SUN Seaside Collection
Seas the Day
Ultra Dark Bronzer
Seas the Day Ultra Dark Bronzer with DHA provides 
possibilities for golden dark colour you didn’t even 
realize were possible. Enriched with Marine Minerals 
and Extracts that help provide nourishment for 
brighter, beautiful skin plus anti aging benefits for a 
younger looking appearance. Anti Reddening 
Peppermint Leaf Extract helps reduce redness for 
softer skin while allowing that bronze glow to shine 
through
Fragrance: Sweet Arrangement
LEVEL 3- Advanced tanners

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube 280ml £11.40 £24.00

Sachet 22ml £1.20 £2.50

You, Me & the Sea
Dark Intensifier
You, Me and the Sea Dark Intensifier will hug 
your skin with beautiful dark colour that will 
make anyone jealous. Enriched with Marine 
Minerals and Extracts that help provide 
nourishment for brighter, beautiful skin plus 
anti aging benefits for a younger looking 
appearance. Anti Reddening Peppermint Leaf 
Extract helps reduce redness for softer skin 
while allowing that bronze glow to shine 
through. 
Fragrance: Sunset Beach
LEVEL 1-Beginner Tanners Code Size Salon Retail

Tube 280ml £11.00 £23.00

Sachet 22ml £1.20 £2.50

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube 280ml £10.50 £22.00

Sachet 22ml £1.20 £2.50

Salty Kisses
Tan Extending Moisturiser
Salty Kisses Tan Extending Moisturiser 
provides intense hydration for sun exposed 
skin while helping to prolong the colour 
you’ve worked so hard for. Tan extending  
Tyrosine  and Carob Extract work together 
to help achieve  a darker tan faster  and 
keep it longer. A powerful combination of 
Marine Extracts and Minerals help provide 
nourishment for a brighter beautiful skin 
plus anti aging benefits for a younger 
looking appearance. Sea-ing is Believing!
Fragrance: Lotus and Sea Minerals

Code Size Salon Retail

Pump 500ml £7.20 £15.00

Mini 66ml £1.90 £4.00

Sea For Yourself
Transfer Resistant White Bronzer
This cream is enriched with Marine Minerals and 
Extracts that help to provide nourishment for 
brighter, more beautiful skin plus anti-aging 
benefits for a younger looking appearance. 
Peppermint Leaf Extracts help reduce redness 
for softer skin while allowing that bronze glow 
to shine. 
Fragrance: Sea Salted Kiss
LEVEL 2 - Intermediate to Advanced tanners

Code Size Salon Retail

Tube 280ml £12.35 £26.00

Sachet 22ml £1.25 £2.60

Resting Beach Face
Flawless Facial Bronzer
This lightweight formula provides all day 
moisture while reducing facial redness
for a smoother, softer glow. Just remember, 
stress gives you wrinkles, Resting Beach Face 
Facial Bronzer will keep you looking your 
best so you can be the envy of all the
beaches!
Fragrance: Tropical Paradise
LEVEL 2 – Intermediate to Advanced tanners

Code Size Salon Retail

Mini 59.1ml £5.70 £12.00

Sachet 5ml £0.75 £1.60

INDOOR & 

OUTDOOR 

FORMULA

INDOOR & 

OUTDOOR 

FORMULA

INDOOR & 

OUTDOOR 

FORMULA

INDOOR & 

OUTDOOR 

FORMULA

TATOO SHIELD

TATOO SHIELD

TATOO SHIELD

TATOO SHIELD

*VAT to be added



CARROT SUN
SHOT POT
Each pot contains 20ml of cream, which is enough for 1-3 full body
applications per pot. Perfectly travel-sized, these Shot Pots can be put in
your hand luggage for those weekend getaways so that you never have to
travel without your Carrot Sun!

ORIGINAL
The product that started it all... 
Carrot Sun contains Carrot Oil, 
Henna and L-Tyrosine to support 
the skin’s natural tanning process 
while providing the signature 
golden Carrot Sun tan.

28Call Tansun for Trade Prices or Bulk Discounts!

RED GOLD COLLECTION

MINI SPRAYS

Carrot Sun’s new mini sprays come in 30ml clear glass containers and a
trigger spray nozzle to make application super quick and easy. These
products will leave you with a deeply golden, long-lasting tan and
delicious smelling skin! Currently available in 5 varieties and provide on
average 5 full-body applications.

COCOA BUTTER
Chocolate heaven has never 
been closer. This Cocoa Butter 
formula is laden with 
moisturisers making even 
excessively dry skin a tanning 
possibility. Contains L-Tyrosine 
for natural tan acceleration.

COCONUT
Coconut is the ideal base tan 
builder, perfect for beginner 
tanners or those with sensitive 
skin. Arouse your sense of the 
tropics with the sensuous 
coconut aroma.

GOLD
Gold contains Almond Oil 
which is rich in Vitamins A and 
E and essential fatty acids, and 
Wheat germ Oil to help fight 
free radicals and prevent fine 
lines and wrinkles, all while 
delivering the perfect base tan 
to all skin types.

PAPAYA
The Antioxidant packed Papaya 
Oil hidden in this accelerator 
combats free radicals along 
with Vitamins A, C & E for 
superior skin conditioning.
Designed for hard-to-tan skin, 
it contains L-Tyrosine and 
Henna for a glorious golden 
tan.

TROPICAL FRUIT
Super fruity and delectably 
juicy, the moisturising and cell-
regenerating ingredients 
packed in to this lotion are 
bursting with delight. Contains 
Carrot Oil and Henna to help 
prolong and deepen a 
beautiful golden tan.

WATERMELON
Dry, oily, acne-prone skin is crying 
out for this cream. The 
Watermelon base re-balances oil 
production in the skin while added 
Lycopene acts as a natural SPF to 
reduce redness 

Code Size Salon Retail

Original CRPRCSCP 20ml £1.50 £3.00

Cocoa Butter CRPRCBP 20ml £1.50 £3.00

Coconut CRPRCCSP 20ml £1.50 £3.00

Gold CRPRGCP 20ml £1.50 £3.00

Papaya CRPRPSP 20ml £1.50 £3.00

Tropical Fruit CRPRTCP 20ml £1.50 £3.00

Watermelon CRPRWCP 20ml £1.50 £3.00

SHOT POT DISPLAY DEAL

PURCHASE:
5 x Original
5 x Cocoa Butter 
5 x Coconut 
3 x Gold 
3 x Papaya 
3 x Tropical Fruit 
3 x Watermelon 

RECEIVE FREE:
1 x Original 
1 x Cocoa Butter 
1 x Coconut 
1 x Gold 
1 x Papaya 
1 x Tropical Fruit 
1 x Watermelon 
1 x Display Stand

Code Salon Retail

Display Deal £38.50 £102.00

Acrylic Display CRPRCSDD £9.50

Code Size Salon Retail

Original 30ml £3.60 £6.00

Coconut 30ml £3.60 £6.00

Papaya 30ml £3.60 £6.00

Tropical Fruit 30ml £3.60 £6.00

Watermelon 30ml £3.60 £6.00

FREE 7 Shot Pots

+ Acrylic Display



BETA CAROTENE
• Kick starts melanin production in the skin by sunlight interaction
• Additional amounts of this key ingredient stimulates the body’s natural tanning
process
VITAMIN E
• Helps tighten the skin and give a fresh, youthful appearance
• Increases collagen in the skin
CoQ10
• Known anti-ageing benefits
• Reduces the appearance of wrinkles
• Increases skin’s firmness, smoothness and flexibility
• Promotes natural collagen production

TANNING SUPPLIES >

SPECIALS

TanShot is a refreshing beverage containing specially formulated ingredients
including Vitamins A, C & E and Beta-Carotene to help promote tanning while also
caring for your skin.

TAN & BEAUTY DRINK 

DESIGNER WHITES
Simple to use! Paint the teeth with the Non Peroxide Gel Pen
provided and insert the mouth guard. Relax whilst the stains
on the tooth surface disappear. Each kit gives up to 12
applications.

• Fast
• Non peroxide
• Effective results
• Can be used with/ without a sunbed

INK TATTOO FADE 

SHIELD
SPF30 UVA/UVB SUNSCREEN STICK
Features ColorBrite Technology that is designed to help renew
& rejuvenate the appearance of your tattoo. You'll notice a
brighter tattoo immediately after application. This extra wide
stick is always handy and ready to protect. Use it directly over
tattoos along or on nose, ears or face for broad spectrum
protection. Very waterproof, ultra sweat proof & moisturising.
Fragrance: Cotton Candy Tangerine
Level A - All tanners

Code Size Salon Retail

Single Box CRPRTFSS 12 x 17 g £42.75 £90.00

Single Stick CRPRTFSS 17g £3.60 £7.50

Code Size Salon Retail

Single Box CRPTTS 24 x 60ml £22.80 £57.60

Single Unit 60ml £2.40

Optimise your 
tan from the 

inside out!

Code Size Salon Retail

Teeth Whitening Kit CRPTW Up to 12 Apps £8.80 £18.50

Clip Strip Display Deal 8 kits £71.30 £148.00
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